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 The objective of this thesis research is to optimize network throughput and 
fairness, and enhance bandwidth utilization in wireless mobile multi-hop relay (MMR) 
networks. To enhance bandwidth utilization, we propose an adaptive OFDMA frame 
structure which is used by the base station and the non-transparent relay stations. To 
optimize throughput and fairness, we develop an adaptive OFDMA allocation algorithm 
by using the proposed adaptive OFDMA frame. The effectiveness of the proposed 
schemes has been verified by numeric simulations. 
 Providing ubiquitous coverage with wireless metropolitan area networks 
(WMANs) can be costly, especially in sparsely populated areas. In this scenario, cheaper 
relay stations (RSs) can be used to provide coverage instead of expensive base stations 
(BSs). The RS extends the coverage area of traditional BSs. This sort of network is 
known as a wireless MMR network. This thesis focuses on MMR networks that use 
orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) and time division duplex 
(TDD) as a multiple access scheme and a duplex communication technique (e.g., 
WiMAX). The use of OFDMA resources (e.g., OFDMA symbols and subcarriers) and 
how they are shared in current schemes can reduce system capacity and network 
throughput in certain scenarios. To increase the capacity of the MMR network, we 
propose a new protocol that uses an adaptive OFDMA frame structure for BSs and RSs. 
We also propose adaptive OFDMA resource allocation for subscriber stations (SSs) 
within a BS or RS. We derive the maximum OFDMA resources that RSs can be assigned 
and synchronize access zones and relay zones between a superior station and its 
 xii
subordinate RSs. This is bounded by three properties defined in this thesis: a data relay 
property, a maximum balance property, and a relay zone limitation property. Finally, we 
propose max-min and proportional fairness schemes that use the proposed adaptive frame 
structure. The proposed scheme is the first approach that incorporates the adaptive 
technique for wireless MMR networks. We evaluate our scheme using simulations and 
numerical analysis. Results show that our technique improves resource allocation in 
wireless MMR networks. Further, in asymmetric distributions of SSs between access 
zones and relay zones, the proposed OFDMA allocation scheme performs two times 
better than the non-adaptive allocation scheme in terms of average max-min fairness and 
70% better in terms of average throughput. 
 However, the extension of the cell coverage of the BS by placing nt-RSs has two 
drawbacks: less bandwidth utilization of the nt-RSs and a decrease in the MMR network 
capacity. The reason for the lower bandwidth utilization is that nt-RSs can use only some 
amount of the bandwidth assigned by their superior station. The reason for the decreased 
network capacity is that the first hop nt-RSs are located near the cell boundary, where the 
signal strength between them and the BS is not sufficient and does not generate an 
efficient modulation scheme or coding rate. To overcome the first drawback, we 
introduce a local traffic concept, and to overcome the second, place transparent RSs (t-
RSs). The reason for these is that the local traffic of nt-RSs is independent of their 








 Due to its ease of deployment and management, the point-to-multipoint (PMP) 
topology is the most frequently used topology in wireless networks. However, mesh and 
relay topologies have attracted considerable attention because they increase wireless 
coverage. In the PMP topology, unlike the mesh and relay topologies, one base station 
can serve hundreds of subscriber stations, and traffic occurs only between the base station 
and subscriber stations. In the mesh topology, a subscriber station can create direct 
communication links to other neighbor subscriber stations. Finally, in the relay topology, 
subscriber stations can communicate with either a base station or a relay station that is 
connected to the base station or another relay station. That is, multi-hop communication 
as well as one-hop communication occur in mesh and relay topologies, increasing 
wireless coverage. The main difference between the two is that the relay topology uses a 
dedicated carrier-owned infrastructure (i.e., relay stations) whereas the mesh topology 
uses subscriber stations (i.e., customer equipment). These topologies are illustrated in 















PMP Mesh Relay  
Figure 1. Different types of network topologies. 
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1.1  Wireless Multi-hop Relay Networks 
    Recently, wireless mobile multi-hop relay (MMR) networks have been the focus 
of considerable interest because they enhance network coverage, throughput, and system 
capacity at a reduced cost by deploying relay stations (RSs) rather than expensive base 
stations. The newly formed IEEE 802.16j working group, which has introduced MMR 
networks, is actively standardizing relay schemes for worldwide interoperability for 
microwave access (WiMAX) [1], [2], [3], [5]-[10]. Over the classical point-to-multipoint 
(PMP) topology, an MMR network topology can also provide other benefits: flexible cell 
site placement, decreased subscriber station power, and load sharing [11]. At the same 
time, however, it has several drawbacks such as increased latency, overhead caused by 
multi-hop communication, and a complex infrastructure.  
   MMR networks consist of a base station, relay stations, and subscriber stations, shown 
in Figure 2. RSs play an important role because they not only supply network access to 
far-off subscriber stations or hidden subscriber stations but also relay links to a base 
station or other relay stations. MMR networks consist of two types of communication 
links: a relay link, which is a link between a base station (BS) and an RS or between a 
pair of RSs, and an access link, which is a link between a BS and an SS or between a RS 
and an SS. The access link always originates from or terminates at an SS [12] ~ [18]. 
MMR Networks
Relay Station (RS) Subscriber Station (SS)Base Station (BS)  
Figure 2.  Components of wireless MMR networks. 
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   The IEEE 802.16j MMR network [3], [19] ~ [23] is one example of wireless 
MMR networks. IEEE 802.16j further classifies MMR networks according to their multi-hop 
relay functionality, channel information announcement, and mobility. A BS that has mobile 
multi-hop relay capabilities is called an MMR-BS, and a relay station that broadcasts channel 
information is called a non-transparent relay station (nt-RS). An nt-RS can operate in either a 
centralized or distributed scheduling mode while a transparent RS (t-RS) can operate only in 
centralized scheduling mode determined by the MMR-BS. This detailed classification is 
shown in Figure 3, and the difference between the nt-RS and the t-RS is shown in Figure 
4. 
MMR Networks
Relay Station (RS) Subscriber Station (SS)Base Station (BS)













Transparent-RS Non-Transparent-RS  
Figure 4.  A transparent RS and a non-transparent RS. 
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1.2   OFDMA and TDD 
  To understand orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA), it is 
useful to start with frequency division multiplexing (FDM) and orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM). FDM is a technology that transmits multiple signals 
simultaneously (at the same time slot) over multiple frequencies. Like FDM, OFDM also 
uses multiple sub-carriers, but they are closely spaced and orthogonal. Because of this 
orthogonality, OFDM can have more carriers to modulate, so it ends up with more data 
throughput. OFDMA is referred to as multiuser-OFDM that allows multiple access on the 
same channel consisting of a group of sub-carriers. In other words, while only one user 
can use a channel at any given time in the OFDM technique, multiple users can use the 
same channel simultaneously because they use different sub-carriers (sub-channel). 








Figure 5. OFDM and OFDMA. 
 
    Time division duplex (TDD) and frequency division duplex (FDD) are the two 
most prevalent duplexing schemes in wireless networks. In TDD, uplink and downlink 
transmissions occur at different times but share the same frequency. A frame in the TDD 
mode consists of a downlink sub-frame and an uplink sub-frame, shown in Figure 1 (a 
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downlink sub-frame is followed by an uplink sub-frame). In FDD, uplink and downlink 
transmissions occur simultaneously because they use different frequencies. In this mode, 
a downlink sub-frame and an uplink sub-frame are used for downlink transmissions and 
uplink transmissions, respectively [1], [2].  





Frame n-1 Frame n Frame n+1







Figure 6. Frequency division duplex and time division duplex. 
    In this thesis, we have chosen OFDMA and TDD as a multiple access scheme and 




2.1 OFDMA Resource Allocation 
    As we explained in Chapter 1, only a single user can transmit on all of the 
subcarriers at any given time in the OFDM system, and time division or frequency 
division multiple access is needed to support multiple users. The major drawback to this 
static multiple access scheme makes different users see the wireless channel differently 
[24]. OFDMA, on the other hand, allows multiple users to transmit simultaneously on the 
different subcarriers per OFDM symbol [25], [26], [27]. As a result, subcarriers are 
assigned to the users who see good channel gains on them. That is, subcarriers and 
OFDMA symbols need to be managed efficiently to obtain large data throughput. The 
difference between OFDMA symbols and subcarriers is that symbols are allocated in the 
time domain whereas subcarriers are allocated in the frequency domain.   
    Much research has been devoted to finding the most efficient way of assigning a 
subset of the available radio resources (here, the OFDMA symbol and sub-carriers) to 
each user in the OFDMA system according to a certain optimality criterion on the basis 
of the experienced link quality. Generally speaking, OFDMA resource allocation has 
almost always been addressed with other resource allocation, e.g., power allocation [28], 
[29], modulation, and the coding rate. For power allocation, the concern is how to 
maximize the channel capacity given the constrained transmission power, and how to 
minimize transmission power while providing fixed bit rate. For modulation and the 
coding rate, SSs close to a BS usually have high channel gains, so they can be assigned 
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higher-order modulation and higher coding rates, but SSs far from the BS be assigned 
lower-order modulation and lower coding rates because of low channel gains caused by 
long distance.   
    Another research issue related to OFDMA resource allocation is the diversity 
scheme. In such a scheme, three kinds of diversity are defined: multi-user diversity, 
channel diversity, and cooperative diversity. Multi-user diversity indicates that different 
users have different fading statistics in a given sub-channel. The main goal of using this 
diversity is to pick a user with a better signal gain. Channel diversity is sub-channel gain 
that can vary from one user to another, so users can be assigned to their best sub-
channels. In cooperative diversity, a receiver combines relayed signals and a direct signal 
to improve the SNR. That is, it can be used in wireless multi-hop networks. The basic 












Figure 7. Multi-user and channel diversity. 
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2.2 OFDMA Frame Structure in TDD systems 
2.2.1  Frame structure in the PMP topology  
    The OFDMA frame in PMP networks is built at a BS and transmitted to all SSs 
associated with the BS. The frame in the downlink transmission (from a BS to SSs) 
begins with a preamble followed by a downlink (DL) transmission period and an uplink 
(UL) transmission period. In each frame, the transmit/receive transition gap (TTG) and 
receive/transmission transition gap (RTG) are inserted between the DL and UL and at the 
end of each frame, respectively, to allow the BS to turn around. In TDD systems, an SS 
allowance must be made by an SS Rx/Tx gap (SSRTG) and by an SS Tx/Rx gap 
(SSTTG). The BS should not transmit DL information to SSs later than SSRTG + RTD 
before its scheduled UL allocation, and it should not transmit DL information to them 
earlier than SSTTG – RTD, which stands for “round-trip delay,” after the end of the 
scheduled UL allocation.  
  
Frame n-1 Frame n Frame n+1




Figure 8.  Frame structure with TDD in the PMP networks. 
 
 The fixed size of the DL/UL sub-frame has a disadvantage with bandwidth 
utilization because the load of the downlink and uplink traffic is very hard to match to the 
pre-determined DL/UL sub-frame size. Due to this problem, the concept of the adaptive 
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OFDMA frame structure in the PMP networks is shown in Figure 9. In this adaptive 
frame structure, the duration of the downlink and uplink sub-frame is flexible. The main 
advantage of the adaptive frame structure is that the downlink and uplink allocation ratio 
is not fixed. Further, it provides maximum flexibility and system throughput according to 
the variance in the traffic. 
 
DL Subframe UL Subframe
TTG RTG
adaptive  
Figure 9. The concept of the adaptive frame structure in the PMP mode. 
2.2.2 Frame structure in the MMR topology 
    Unlike the frame structure in PMP topology, some OFDMA resources should be 
assigned to RSs to relay data from/to their superior stations and subscriber stations. These 
are referred to as  “relay zones” in the OFDMA frame structure. We introduce how the 
frame structure is constructed for two types of relay stations: the transparent RS and the 
non-transparent RS. No two types of relay stations can coexist. 
Frame structure for transparent RS (t-RS) 
    The frame structure for t-RS consists of a DL sub-frame and an UL sub-frame.  
Each sub-frame might be divided into two parts: an access zone and a relay zone. The DL 
sub-frame of a BS includes at least one access zone and may include optional a 
transparent zone for t-RS to support subordinate station transmission. The UL sub-frame 
of the BS includes an access zone and a relay zone.  The DL sub-frame of an RS also 
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includes one access zone for the BS to transmit data to the RS and include optional 
transparent zone for the RS to serve subordinate stations. Different from the DL sub-
frame of the BS, R-RTG should be inserted for the t-RS to switch from a receiving mode 




DL access zone R-TTG UL relay zone
R-RTG
RTG




optional t-RS UL access zone
 
Figure 10.  Frame structure for t-RSs. 
Frame structure for non-transparent RSs (nt-RSs) 
 
 While the relay zone in a DL sub-frame is optional for a t-RS, a DL sub-frame of 
the nt-RS should have at least one access zone and one or more relay zones to enable the 
nt-RS to operate in either the transmit or receive mode. The main reason the frame 
structure is designed differently for each RS is that the t-RS is located within the BS 
coverage, and the nt-RS is deployed around the edge of the BS coverage. Using the relay 
zone of the DL sub-frame, the nt-RS can relay data to its SS from a BS. In general, two 
types of frame structures that support more than two hop relays, a multi-frame structure 
and a single frame structure, are introduced for the nt-RS. In the multi-frame structure, a 
BS and RSs are assigned to transmit, receive, or be idle during each of the relay zones 
within the multi-frame. For example, odd hop RSs transmit in the DL relay zone of an 
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odd number of frames, and the BS and even hop RSs transmit in the DL relay zone of an 
even number of frames in the multi-frame consisting of two frames. In the single frame 
structure, the DL sub-frame consists of more than one relay zone. The BS and RSs are 












Figure 11. Frame structure for nt-RSs. 
2.3 Fairness and QoS 
    Fairness is one of the most important properties in computer networks in which 
all stations have to share network resources. Without proper fairness, no type of computer 
network can be successful. This fairness issue has also been a concern in wireless 
networks because it affects the serviceability of the wireless networks. Much research on 
the fairness issue has been conducted on wireless networks with PMP configuration. In 
these networks, a BS is responsible to allocate radio resources fairly to its associated SSs. 
In this section, we introduce three types of fairness: general fairness, min-max fairness, 
and proportional fairness.  
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    General fairness is simple but not practical fairness because it gives same amount 
of resource to all associated nodes. All other fairness is based on this general fairness. 
The main drawback of general fairness is that it does not consider the difference among 
the nodes, which ends up with less utilization of radio resources. Min-max fairness shares 
resources equally based on different resource demands [32] ~ [35]. Resource capacity (C) 
is first divided by the number of stations (n), and C/n is given to the station with the 
smallest demand. If the demand is smaller than C/n, the remaining resource from the 
station is added to another resource and divided by n-1 stations. This process ends when 
each station has no more than its demand or when no resource to be assigned remains. 
That is, stations with small demands will be assigned resources that they request, and the 
remaining resources are distributed to stations with large demand. The main drawback of 
max-min fairness is that users with the best channel conditions obtain a lower number of 
resources than users with worst channel conditions. Proportional fairness tries to 
maximize total wireless network throughput while at the same time allowing all users at 
least a minimal level of service. The basic procedure of proportional fairness in wireless 
networks is that it assigns different weight to different stations based on the channel 
condition and then gives resources to each station with respect to an assigned weight.  
2.4 Related Work 
2.4.1 OFDMA resource allocation 
    The authors of [37] proposed the adaptive subcarrier allocation scheme to 
minimize the total transmission power in the networks while satisfying the data rate 
requirement of each link. The authors of [38] proposed a low complexity sub-optimal 
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power and subcarrier allocation for the OFDMA system. They designed a heuristic non-
iterative method as an extension of the ordered subcarrier selection algorithm for a single 
user case. The authors of [31] proposed adaptive subcarrier allocation schemes for a 
wireless OFDMA system in the WiMAX network. They defined the size of a slot 
consisting of a set of OFDMA symbols and subcarriers and then allocated slots to users 
based on multi-user diversity. They also considered both fair and proportional allocation, 
the latter of which will increase bandwidth efficiency. However, the proposed adaptive 
subcarrier allocation is only for the PMP network topology. The authors of [18] 
theoretically analyzed bandwidth allocation in an n-hop MMR network consisting of n 
access links and n-1 backhaul links (relay link). The spectrum efficiency-based adaptive 
resource allocation (SEBARA) method was also proposed to fully utilize a given overall 
bandwidth spectrum in an MMR network. 
2.4.2  Frame structure with TDD 
    In terms of the adaptive frame structure with TDD, the authors of [38] proposed 
an adaptive split ratio (ASR) algorithm for TDD-based WiMAX PMP networks. In the 
algorithm, a BS determines the downlink and uplink split ratios in a frame according to 
TCP-based traffic from SSs. The main motivation of this algorithm is that improper 
downlink and uplink allocation can cause TCP ACK packets that accumulate in an uplink 
queue to be sent, which eventually degrades the system performance. However, they 
consider only the best effort (BE) service class to determine the split ratio. The authors of 
[39] compared different TDD split ratios with different traffic loads and proposed an 
adaptive TDD split algorithm based on the current traffic load within one cell coverage. 
As it considers all downlink and uplink traffic, this approach differs from that of [38]. 
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The algorithm first starts with a 50:50 ratio and then measures each downlink and uplink 
load during the last n frame duration. Based on the measurement, it decides whether to 
increase the downlink or uplink sub-frame. Even though both [38] and [39] used an 
adaptive frame, their design is only for the PMP network topology.  
    With regard to the frame structure in wireless MMR networks, the authors of [40] 
proposed two types of MAC frame concepts to support multi-hop communication in 
IEEE 802.16j MMR networks. In the first concept, called the “centralized approach,” a 
BS has full control over one mobile multi-hop relay (MMR) cell, whereas in the second 
concept, an RS can control its associated SSs, referred to as the “semi-distributed 
approach.” The proposed method places a multi-hop sub-frame within either an uplink 
sub-frame or both downlink and uplink sub-frames, based on which concept has been 
chosen. Through this approach, any legacy SSs can interpret new MAC frames with a 
multi-hop sub-frame. The authors of [20] designed a new OFDMA frame structure, in 
which downlink and uplink sub-frames are divided into multiple zones in a time domain. 
The first zone in both the downlink and uplink sub-frames is dedicated for access links 
and followed by one or multiple relay links. In addition, when multiple relay links exist, 
frequency reuse is also considered in the design. To the best of our knowledge, however, 
no paper has mentioned the adaptive frame structure in wireless MMR networks. 
2.4.3  Fairness and QoS 
    The authors of [41] introduced temporal and throughput fairness in WiMAX 
networks with the PMP topology, and proposed a generalized weighted fairness (GWF). 
In temporal fairness, resources are allocated with an equal number of slots for all active 
users while they are allocated fairly in terms of the number of transmitted bytes in 
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throughput fairness. The proposed GWF allows wireless carriers to implement temporal 
fairness, throughput fairness, or a combination of the two. The weight value in the GWF 
determines what kind of fairness is supported. In addition, they analyzed the proposed 
GWF with three scheduling algorithms: general processor sharing (GPS), deficit round 
robin (DRR), and DRR with fragmentation (DRRF).   
    The authors in [42] analyzed an upper bound blocking probability for four types 
of QoS classes by using the Gaussian model and the Chernoff bound method. Based on 
the results of their analysis, they proposed admission control and a bandwidth allocation 
scheme in IEEE 802.16 networks. The authors of [43] provided a performance analysis of 
admission control for three types of QoS classes (UGS, rtPS, and nrtPS) after assigning 
different levels of priority and blocking probability to each class based on a continuous-
time Markow chain model. Haidar Safa et al [43] proposed a preemptive deficit fair 
priority queue (PDFPQ) model that enhanced the DFPQ scheduling algorithm in order to 
have more chance to serve the rtPS service class. Based on the expected delay of each 
rtPS connection calculated by the reference time, generation time, and deadline, the 
proposed scheduler determines whether each connection is critical or not. The authors of 
[10] implemented a QoS module for IEEE 802.16 networks in the NS-2 simulator, and 
the authors of [44] proposed a design approach for QoS architecture in 802.16 networks. 
However, most of these studies pertain to only IEEE 802.16d [1] and IEEE 802.16e 
standards [2]. That is, few papers have been published in the area of IEEE 802.16j 
standard drafts. One was conducted by Debalina Ghosh et al [45], who proposed an 
efficient heuristic algorithm for scheduling data flows within a centrally scheduled multi-
hop WiMAX networks. The basic concept of the algorithm is as follows. First, the 
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scheduler tries to allocate bandwidth to satisfy a maximum sustained traffic parameter by 
tagging extra bandwidth beyond a minimum sustained traffic parameter. Second, if the 
bandwidth assigned to the service flows is less than the value of minimum sustained 
traffic, the scheduler looks for the tagged bandwidth and gives it to the service flows that 
needs more bandwidth.  
    All the studies mentioned above except for [45] have been conducted using 
wireless networks with a PMP configuration. In these networks, proportional fairness 
usually achieves the best tradeoff between system throughput and user fairness, explained 
Section 2.3. However, this proportional fairness cannot be applied directly in wireless 
MMR networks since the direct link and relay link are present simultaneously. The 
authors of [12] proposed a partial proportional fairness (PPF) algorithm based on two-
dimensional proportional fairness, which takes advantage of channel variations in the 
time domain as well as in the frequency domain. However, the authors of [13] pointed 
out that the PPF algorithm gives an absolute priority to RSs when assigning the two-
dimensional resources consisting of time sub-slots and frequency sub-channels. 
Therefore, they proposed two-hop proportional fairness (THPF) to compensate for the 
unfairness between RSs and SSs. In the proposed THPF, sub-channels in the first time 
sub-slot are fairly allocated to RSs and direct link users, and sub-channels in the second 
time sub-slot are allocated only to relay link users. 
2.4.4  Other issues in wireless MMR network 
    A number of studies have used other approaches in wireless MMR networks. The 
authors of [48] proposed a way to determine optimal node locations for BSs and RSs in 
IEEE 802.16j MMR networks. Among a set of candidate BS and RS locations within a 
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given area, the proposed function finds the best located set of BSs and RSs to 
accommodate user traffic demand. In terms of the MAC protocol, the authors of [49] 
proposed new MAC protocol data unit (MPDU) concatenation and MAC service data 
unit (MSDU) aggregation schemes by modifying the packet construction mechanism 
used in the current IEEE 802.16/16e standard. A new resource scheduling method with 
directional antennas, especially for Manhattan style environments, where many hidden 
subscriber stations between buildings resides, was proposed in [50]. 
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CHAPTER 3 
ADAPTIVE FRAME STRUCTURE FOR nt-RSs 
  
 We consider wireless mobile multi-hop relay (MMR) networks that use OFDMA 
and TDD as a multiple access scheme and a duplex communication technique, 
respectively. In this chapter, we have selected non-transparent RSs (nt-RSs) as relay 
nodes by which the coverage of a BS can be extended. In this system configuration, we 
propose an adaptive OFDMA frame structure and OFDMA resource allocation for the BS 
and the nt-RSs. To derive the maximum OFDMA resources that nt-RSs can be assigned 
given system parameters, we create three properties: a data relay property, a maximum 
balance property, and a relay zone limitation property. At the same time, we also consider 
how to adaptively change the size of the downlink and uplink sub-frames on both an 
access zone and a relay zone.  
3.1 Adaptive Frame Structure With One Relay Direction  
    Based on the basic concept of the adaptive OFDMA frame structure used in PMP 
networks and the TDD system [1, 8, 9], we first propose an adaptive OFDMA frame 
structure that can be used in wireless MMR networks. Figure 12 shows that the coverage 
of a BS is extended into one relay direction. Figure 13 illustrates the proposed adaptive 
frame structure used in Figure 12. In the first stage (1), the BS splits a frame into a DL 
and a UL sub-frame, the ratio of which is changeable according to the DL and UL traffic 
variance. Then, using each sub-frame, the BS assigned OFDMA resources (shadow 
regions in DL/UL relay zones of the BS) to an nt-RS (nt-RS11). Using the data rate given 
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by the BS (shadow regions in the DL/UL access zones of the nt-RS), the nt-RS serves its 
associated SSs. The data rate is determined by a combination of OFDMA resources, a 
modulation scheme, and a coding rate. The ratio of the relay zone to the access zone 
between the BS and the nt-RS is also changeable, and only the nt-RS requires extra time 
to switch from a receiving mode/a transmit mode to a transmit mode/a receiving mode. 
The relay transmit/receive transition gap (R-TTG) and the relay receive/transmit 
transition gap (R-RTG) show these time durations. In the second stage (2), the second 
hop nt-RS (nt-RS12) is placed to extend the coverage more. After the nt-RS11 is assigned 
more OFDMA resources from the BS, the ratio of the DL/UL access to the DL/UL relay 
zone between the BS and the nt-RS11 changes. Finally, the nt-RS11 can support its nt-RS12  
by using the data rate of its relay zone, and the nt-RS12 can serve its SSs by using the 
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Figure 13. Adaptive frame structure with one relay direction    
3.2 Adaptive Frame Structure With Multiple Relay Directions  
    While Figure 12 shows one relay direction, Figure 14 shows the MMR cell 
extending in multiple directions. In the first stage (1) of Figure 15, the first hop three nt-
RSs share the OFDMA resources of the relay zone in the BS. That is, the sum of the data 
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rate that each nt-RS uses as its access zone should be equal to the data rate of the relay 
zone in the BS. Through the assigned access zone, each nt-RS supports its own SSs. In 
the second stage (2), a new nt-RS (nt-RS12) associated with the nt-RS31 is added to extend 
to one of multiple directions. Only the nt-RS31 splits its access zone into an access zone 
and a relay zone to support its nt-RS (nt-RS12). Finally, the RS12 can serve its SSs by 
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Figure 15. Adaptive frame structure with multiple directions 
3.3 Numerical Analysis 
    We numerically present how a BS and nt-RSs allocate OFDMA symbols and 
subcarriers when they adopt an adaptive frame structure. Table 1 shows notations used 
for this numerical analysis. 
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 Table 1. Notations for numerical analysis  
Notations Explanation 
BSDL ,  BSUL Downlink and uplink of a BS 
BSAZDL _ , BSRZDL _  Downlink access zone and relay zone of a BS 
BSAZUL _ , BSRZUL _  Uplink access zone and relay zone of a BS 
hopi
kRSnt
AZDL −−_  Downlink access zone of the i-th hop nt-RS k 
hopi
kRSnt
RZDL −−_  Downlink relay zone of the i-th hop nt-RS k 
)_( BSRZDLR  Data rate assigned to the relay zone of the BS 
)_( hopi
kRSnt
AZDLR −−  
Data rate assigned to the access zone of the i-th hop 
nt-RS k 
)( 1RSntN BS −  The number of the i-th hop RSs  associated with a BS 
)(1 iRSnt RSntN ik −−−  
The number of the i-th hop RSs associated with the 
(i-1)-th nt-RS in which 2 < i < max hop 
)}_({ 1RSntBS AZDLRG −  
Group of data rates that each first hop nt-RS is 
assigned 
)}}_({max{ 1RSntBS AZDLRG −  The maximum value of the data rate group above 
)_(_ slottN RZDLBS  
The number of slots of the relay zone of a BS in the 
time domain  
)_(_ 1 slottN AZDL RSnt k−  
The number of slots of the access zone of the first 
hop nt-RS in the time domain 
 
    First, we need to calculate the time duration of an OFDMA symbol in an OFDMA 
frame, given system parameters, including the number of subcarriers that determines the 






NGT FFTframes η  
where BW is the channel bandwidth used by a BS, G is the ratio of Tg (cyclic prefix 
time) to Tb (useful symbol time), and η is the sampling factor determined by the channel 
bandwidth. Using the  obtained by dividing the frame time duration by , the 














sc += ,                                                                               (1) 
where  is the number of subcarriers in an OFDMA frame, EframescN s is the mean symbol 
energy, and  N0 is the power spectral density of the additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN). Equation 1 explains the maximum capacity of a subcarrier. To calculate the 
maximum capacity of an OFDMA resource unit that comprises an OFDMA subcarrier 
and an OFDMA symbol, Equation 1 needs to be divided by the , the number of the 






















,                                                      (2) 
 From Equation 2, we can define a slot, the smallest allocation unit that a BS or an 
nt-RS can assign to its subordinate nt-RS. We assume that a slot is formed by a group of 

















= ,                                             (3) 
where  is the number of subcarriers in a slot, and  is the number of OFDMA 





 Now that we have the minimum resource allocation unit called an OFDMA slot, 
an OFDMA frame can be indexed with this slot: 















As a practical allocation scheme, we can calculate the capacity of a slot that was assigned 
to the subscriber station k associated with a BS or an nt-RS, based on Equation (3) and 
the modulation scheme and the coding rate.  










                              (4) 
where  and are the modulation scheme and the coding rate between a 
BS and the SS
kSSBSM − kSSBSCR −
k, respectively. They are determined by the SNR value of the SSk. We 
assume that  and 
kSSBSM − kSSBSCR −  are the same in all slots to which the SSk is assigned. 





















SS jislotCC ,                                                                             (5) 




k is assigned, and  is  the number of the OFDMA slot in the time domain.  kSSslottN _
    To derive the maximum OFDMA resource that nt-RSs can be assigned, and 
synchronize access zones and relay zones between a superior station and its subordinate 
nt-RSs, we create three properties for the BS and the nt-RSs: a data relay property, a 
maximum balance property, and a relay zone limitation property. The introduced 
properties will be used also in the proposed fairness allocation explained in the next 
section. 
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● Data Relay Property 
To relay data from a superior station (a BS or a superior nt-RS), the total data rate 
used for the access zones of the downlink in the subordinate nt-RSs should not exceed 


















RZDLRAZDLR , where i > 1                                       (C1-2) 
To relay data from the subscriber stations of the nt-RSs, the total data rate used for 
the access zones of the uplink in the subordinate nt-RSs should not exceed the total 
















RZULRAZULR , where i > 1                                        (C1-4) 
● Relay Zone Limitation Property 
The maximum number of slots of the relay zone in the time domain that a BS or a 
superior nt-RS can assign depends on the maximum number of slots of the access 
zone in the time domain among all the subordinate stations.  





−=                    (C2-1) 







−=                   (C2-2) 





−= −−           (C2-3) 
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−= −−            (C2-4)    
● Maximum Balance Property 
Based on the data relay property, the relay zone limitation property, and the adaptive 
modulation and coding rate between the superior station and its subordinate nt-RSs, 
the maximum data rate of the DL/UL relay zone in a superior station should be 





























































































,                                                  (C3-4) 
 
 Using Equations 4 and 5, we can obtain the maxim capacity of the relay zone 
within a DL sub-frame of a BS (Equation 6) that should be acceptable for all of the first 
hop nt-RSs to serve their SSs using the capacity of their access zones (Equation 7). 
Equations 8 and 9 show the same calculation between all of the i-th hop nt-RSs and their 











































































































































SSAZDL jislotCC                         (9) 
3.4 OFDMA Resource Allocation 
   Based on the previous numerical analysis and the introduced three properties, we 
propose OFDMA resource allocation schemes for a BS and its subordinate nt-RSs in 
wireless MMR networks. Through the proposed algorithms, we show how a superior 
station yields the maximum number of OFDMA slots to its subordinate stations. The 
notations used in the proposed schemes are described in Table 2. 
Table 2. Notations used in OFDMA resource allocation algorithms  
Notations Explanation 
BS





The maximum number of the slot index in the DL sub-




The maximum number of the slot index in the UL sub-










The maximum number of the slot index in the DL sub-
frame = )( slotsc
frame




The maximum number of the slot index in the UL sub-
frame = )( slotsc
frame








Table 2. Notations used in OFDMA resource allocation algorithms (Continued) 
Notations Explanation 
( ) kSSreqBSDLR )( , k
SS
reqBSULR )( The pair of the DL and UL data rate requested from 
SSk associated with a BS 
( ) kSSaBSDLR sgn)( , k
SS
aBSULR sgn)( The pair of the DL and UL data rate assigned to SSk 
by a BS 
1
)_( kRSntreqBSRZDLR
−  The data rate of the relay zone requested from the first 





−  The data rate of the relay zone assigned to the first hop k-th nt-RS by a BS 
)}(({ _
DL
slottBS NindexG  




slottBS NindexG  
A group of indices in the time domain for the access 
zone of the downlink 
)}(({ __
RZDL
slottBS NindexG  
A group of indices in the time domain for the relay 





BS NindexG  
A group of available indices in the time domain for the 





BS NindexG  
A group of available indices in the frequency domain 





BS NindexG  






BS NindexG  
The minimum index number from the group of 
available indices 
){ 1kBS RSntG −  
The group of the first hop nt-RSs that a BS has 
 = {  },...,, 112
1
1 kRSntRSntRSnt −−−
){ kBS SSG  The group of SSs that a BS has   = {  },...,, 21 kSSSSSS
 
    The allocation scheme (BS-A-1) represents how a BS initializes OFDMA slots to 
be assigned to its access zone, and relay zones. First, the BS has to determine how many 
slots can be used in the DL sub-frame, which is . Then, we can calculate the 
maximum number slot index in the time domain for the DL/UL sub-frame. The 






ss NN . Using the maximum number of slot indices in the time domain, we 
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adaptively assign OFDMA slots to the access zone and relay zones by varying the slot 
index in the time domain. As a final step in this initialization phase, all possible OFDMA 
slots will be assigned into available slots that will be allocated in the future. 
 [BS-A-1] Initialization phase in a BS 
       assign  and  BSpercentDL
BS
percentUL
       obtain the maximum number of the slot index in the time domain for the DL/UL sub-  
       frame 









       // initialize available slot index in the time domain    
       0, 1, …,  =)}(({ _
DL
slottavail NindexG )max( _
DL
slottN
       0, 1, …,  =)}(({ _
UL
slottavail NindexG )max( _
UL
slottN
       // initialize the maximum number of slots in the access zone of its nt-RSs 
        = 0  ,  )}}_({max{ _ 1 slottNG AZDLRSnt− )}}_({max{
_
1 slottNG AZUL RSnt−
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[BS-A-2] slot allocation for nt-RSs 
      // first assign resources for nt-RSs 
       while    0){ 1 ≠− kBS RSntG




1 slottNG AZUL RSnt−
                   breaks 






            // the starting point to assign OFDMA slots for the relay zone of a BS 














            for j = j_init; j < 1; j-- : 
                  // checking limitation of relay zone 




1 slottNG AZUL RSnt−
                       break 
                  for i = i_init; i < ; i++ )max( _
DL
slotfN
















                        // checking whether OFDMA resources are assigned 








                             update  )}}_({max{ _ 1 slottNG AZUL RSnt−
                             break 





                     i_init = 0   





            else :  i_init = i      
 
    After the initialization phase, the BS-A-2 algorithm shows how the BS assigns 
OFDMA slots to the relay zone of its DL sub-frame. Slot allocation for its nt-RS ends 
when every first hop nt-RS is allocated slots or when the remaining OFDMA slots in the 
time domain are equal to the maximum number of slots of the access zone in the time 
domain among its first hop nt-RSs, . The BS first finds an nt-)}}_({max{ _ 1 slottNG AZUL RSnt−
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RS with the lowest data rate and the maximum slot index number in the available slot 
index group in the time domain, . With this index, it starts to 
allocate OFDMA slots along with the slot index number of the relay zone in the 
frequency domain. The slot index in the time domain continuously decreases by one slot 
index until the requested data rate of the nt-RS is allocated. While the requested data rate 
is being allocated, the available slot index of the time domain and the frequency domain 
( , )G ) is updated by removing the slot index 
that is already used for allocation from the available slot index. When the nt-RS is 
allocated OFDMA slots, the BS updates the  value by 













)}}_({max{ _ 1 slottNG AZUL RSnt−
  [BS-A-3] slot allocation for SSs  
      while   0){ ≠kSSG
          find the SSk  such that  ( y ≠ x and y =1,2,..k) kk SSreqBS
SS
reqBS DLRDLR )()( <
          // assign available slot range in the time domain for the access zone of a BS 









          //assign slots to meet   kSSreqBSAZDLR )_(
           0 kSSBSDLR asgn)(  =
          for j = j_init; j < j_max ; j++ : 
                if : kk SSreqBS
SS
BS DLRDLR )()( asgn ≥
                       break 
                for i = i_init; i < ; i++ )max( _
DL
slotfN
                         kSSBSDLR asgn)(  = kk SSBSSSBS CRMjislot −− ××),(  + 
kSS
BSDLR asgn)(  
                        if  : kk SSreqBS
SS
BS DLRDLR )()( asgn ≥
                             break 










          else :  i_init = i      
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 After OFDMA allocation for the first hop nt-RSs, the BS-A-3 algorithm shows 
how the BS assigns OFDMA slots to the access zone of the DL sub-frame. This scheme 
is similar to the BS-A-2 algorithm except that slot allocation starts from the minimum 
index number of the available slot in the time domain. First, the BS obtains the minimum 
and maximum slot indices of the current available slots in the time domain. Then, it finds 
an SS with the lowest data rate and starts to allocate OFDMA slots. While it is allocating 
OFDMA slots to the SS, it updates the available slot index in the time and frequency 
domains. This allocation stops when every SS is assigned OFDMA slots or when no 
more slots remain.  
 The following allocation schemes show how an nt-RS allocates OFDMA slots for 
its associated SSs and subordinate nt-RSs.  
[RS-A-1] Initialization phase in an nt-RSki-th
       obtain the maximum number of the slot indices of its access zone 















       Initialize available slot index in the time domain    














        = 0 ,  = 0 )}}_({max{ _ 1 slottNG AZDLRSnt i+− )}}_({max{
_
1 slottNG AZUL RSnt i+−
    The RS-A-1 algorithm illustrates the initialization phase of the nt-RS. The nt-RS 
can use only OFDMA slots assigned by its superior station. First, it calculates the 
maximum slot number of its access zone in the time and the frequency domains. From the 
maximum number, it creates the available slot index group of its access zone in the time 
domain.  
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 [RS-A-2] slot allocation for nt-RSki +1








1 slottNG AZUL RSnt i+−
                   break 
            find the subordinate nt-RS   




















      // start point is the maximum number of slot index in the access zone of the nt-RSki 



























            for j = j_init; j < 1; j-- : 
                  // checking limitation of relay zone 
                  If      ≤)})(({( __
AZDL
slottavailslot NindexGN })(max{ 1_ +− ikRSntAZDLslot
CN
                       break 
                  for i = i_init; i < ; i++ )max( _
DL
slotfN

































                             update  )}}_({max{ _ 1 slottNG AZUL RSnt i+−
                             break 





                     i_init = 0   







           else :  i_init = i 
 
    After the initialization phase, the RS-A-2 shows how the nt-RS assigns OFDMA 
slots to its subordinate nt-RSs by using its relay zone. Like the BS-A-2 algorithm, the slot 
allocation for its subordinate nt-RS ends when every subordinate nt-RS is allocated slots 
or when the remaining OFDMA slots in the time domain are equal to the maximum 
number of slots of the access zone in the time domain among its subordinate nt-RSs. The 
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only difference from the BS-A-2 algorithm is that it can allocate OFDMA slots by using 
its access zone, which is allocated by the BS.  
[RS-A-3] slot allocation for SSs 
      while   0){ ≠kSSG








reqRSnt DLRDLR )()( −− <
          // assign available slot range in the time domain for the access zone of a BS 



















          for j = j_init; j < j_max ; j++ : 








RSnt DLRDLR )()( asgn −− ≥
                       break 
                for i = i_init; i < ; i++ )max( _
DL
slotfN
                        = ki
k
SS














RSnt DLRDLR )()( asgn −− ≥
                             break 





                   i_init = 0   





          else :  
                   i_init = i      
 
    
   The RS-A-3 algorithm shows how the nt-RS allocates OFDMA slots to its 
associated SSs. The basic procedure is the same as that for the BS-A-3 algorithm, except 







3.5 Numerical Results and Simulations 
    Based on the proposed equations and properties (Section 3.3), we have conducted 
numerical simulations to see the maximum capacity of the access zone of each nt-RS and 
the maximum hop count a BS can have, given system parameters in an MMR network. 
We use the python script language and Matlab for the simulations. To determine how 
accurate the simulation result is, we use a 95% confidence level with 50 simulation runs 
for each scenario of the simulations. From the 95% confidence level, we construct 95% 
confidence interval for the average value as follows.  
   
n
Zcσ±                                                                                                             (10) 
 where  is the z-score associated with the 95% confidence level ( =1.91), cZ cZ σ  is the 
average standard deviation obtained from simulations, and n is the number of simulation 
(n = 50). In other words, the 95% confidence interval for the obtained mean is expressed 
as follows: 






μ +≤≤−                                                                                                (11) 
 The system model of this simulation is shown in Figure 16. In the simulations, the 
free space path loss model is used. It is also assumed that the signal does not suffer from 
any shadowing or fading effect and varies only by additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) over time. The relationship between transmission range and SNR values are 










(a) One relay direction (b) One relay direction  
Figure 16. System model of numerical simulations. 
 
Table 3. Relationship between the transmission range and SNR 
Modulation SNR Range(km), {BS, SS} 
QPSK 1/2 6 {11.4, 5.7} 
QPSK3/4 9 {8.0, 4.0} 
16 QAM 1/2 11.5 {6.0, 3.0} 
16 QAM 3/4 15 {4.0, 2.0} 
64 QAM 1/2 17 {3.2, 1.6} 
64 QAM 2/3  19 {2.6, 1.3} 
64 QAM 3/4 21 {2.0, 1.0} 
 
 The MMR network parameters used in our simulation are described in Table 3. In 
the simulation, when a subscriber stations is created, we randomly assign its data rate, the 
range of which is from 100,000 to 4,000,000 bps. For simulations, we run 50 simulations. 
First, we create subscriber stations and add them only to the first hop nt-RS until it 
reaches the relay zone limitation property. For the creation of each subscriber station, we 
assume that an OFDMA slot in this simulation (6 bytes) is used for a control message. 
After the first hop nt-RS reaches the threshold of the proposed relay zone limitation 
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property, we create the second hop nt-RS and SSs and have SSs be associated with the nt-
RS. Figure 17 shows the maximum data rate of each nt-RS only with one relay direction. 
In the simulation, the ratio of a DL sub-frame to a UL sub-frame is 8:2. In addition, 
QPSK, QAM16, and QAM64 modulation schemes have been used with 1/2, 2/3, and 3/4 
coding rate depending on the signal strength between SSs and their superior station. This 
simulation indicates that the first hop nt-RS can serve around 7 Mbps, and the MMR 
network can have a third hop nt-RS theoretically.  In a new simulation scenario, we limit 
the maximum data rate that the first hop nt-RS can provide with its SSs and add more 
first hop nt-RSs until each nt-RS reaches the relay zone limitation property. Figure 18 
shows that the MMR network can have three first hop nt-RSs, and each first hop nt-RS 
can have around 2.7 Mbps data rate. This is because three nt-RSs are deployed 
exclusively and they can serve their associated SSs simultaneously based on the OFDMA 
allocation scheme in Figure 15. 
Table 4. System parameters used in computer simulations  
Radio parameters value 
Base frequency 5 GHz 
Bandwidth  20 MHz 
Duplex method TDD 
Frame duration  20msec 
Number of subcarrier s 1790 
Number of data subcarriers 1440 
A slot unit { 2 symbols, 24 data subcarriers } 
TTG (transmit/receive transition gap) 100 µsec 
RTG (receive/transmit transition gap) 60 µsec 
R-TTG (RS transmit/receive transition gap) 50 µsec 
R-RTG (RS receive/transmit transition gap) 50 µsec 
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Figure 17. Maximum data rate of each nt-RS with one relay direction. 
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Figure 18. Maximum data rate with multiple relay directions. 
    In a new simulation, we compare the network throughput and the number of 
OFDMA slots allocated between the proposed adaptive allocation algorithm and a non-
adaptive allocation scheme as the number of SSs associated with a BS increases. In this 
simulation, we can simulate how many subscriber stations and OFDMA slots each 
scheme can serve and allocate. Fairness is not considered in this simulation (it will be 
considered in the next chapter). When a subscriber stations is created within the BS’s 
boundary, we randomly assign its data rate, the range of which is from 100,000 to 
400,000 bps. In addition, we assign a different channel condition on each time slot of 
each SS. Depending on the channel condition, the BS and SSs use a different modulation 
scheme and a coding rate. Figure 20 shows the throughput of the proposed adaptive 
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allocation scheme and the non-adaptive allocation scheme as the number of SSs 
associated with the BS increases. For the non-adaptive allocation scheme, we set the ratio 
of a relay zone to an access zone to 5:5 and 6:4. As we expected, the BS with the non-
adaptive allocation scheme cannot allocate OFDMA slots after it allocates all the 
OFDMA resources of its access zone. However, our proposed allocation algorithm can 









Incresing the number of SSs in the access zone
 
Figure 19.  Another simulation scenario. 
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Figure 20. Throughput of the proposed algorithm and a non-adaptive allocation 
algorithm. 
    With the same scenario of Figure 20, Figure 21 shows the number of OFDMA 
slots allocated to SSs in the access link of the BS as the number of the SSs increases. The 
result indicates that if the BS has enough OFDMA slots to be allocated to the SSs, the 
non-adaptive allocation scheme uses less number of OFDMA slots than the proposed 
allocation algorithm. This is because the proposed one has to allocate data from the 
minimum number of slot index in the time domain whereas the non-adaptive allocation 
scheme can find the slot index with the best channel condition within its fixed size of the 
access zone. However, as the number of SSs in the access zone increase, the proposed 
algorithm can select a user that has the best channel condition for the minimum slot index 
of the available slot indices in the time domain. So, Figure 21 shows the difference of the 
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number of OFDMA slots allocated between the proposed algorithm and the non-adaptive 
allocation algorithm.  
 





 In Chapter 3, we give priority to the SSs that locate in the relay zone of the nt-RSs 
to see maximum OFDMA resources that the nt-RSs can be assigned. In this chapter, we 
proposed OFDMA resource allocation algorithms with two popular fairness schemes: a 
max-min fairness scheme and a proportional fairness scheme. These two fairness 
schemes are explained in Chapter 2. As we pointed out in Section 2.4.3, the existing max-
min and the proportional fairness schemes cannot be directly applied to wireless MMR 
networks because all stations in the networks cannot share the same resources due to the 
access zone and the relay zone. That is, some stations are restricted to only some portion 
of the resources. Even in the MMR networks, we try to allocate the same amount of 
resources to all subscriber stations regardless of what superior station they are associated 
with. When it comes to any kinds of fairness schemes, we need to mention the number of 
slot indices in the time and frequency domains within an OFDMA frame again because 
one slot is the basic unit in the resource allocation by the BS and relay stations. In terms 
of general fairness, two types of fairness can be defined: slot fairness and throughput 
fairness. In slot fairness, OFDMA slots are equally allocated to all active subscriber 
stations regardless of where they are located. However, slots are allocated such that all 
active SSs obtain the same throughput in throughput fairness. Table 4 shows the notations 
used in this chapter. 
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Table 5. Notations for fairness schemes 
Notations Explanation 
BS




−  The x-th SS associated with the i-th hop k-th nt-RS 
))(_( BSxDL SSslottN  
The number slot of the downlink in the time domain 
assigned to   BSxSS
))(_( BSxDL SSslotfN  
The number of slots of the downlink in the frequency 
domain assigned to  BSxSS















)(SSN  The total number of SSs in an MMR network 
)( _
BS



















−  The number of SSs associated with the access zone of the i-
th hop k-th nt-RS 
)( BStotalDLR  Total downlink capacity of a BS 
)( BSavailDLR  Current available downlink capacity of a BS 
)_( max
BSRZDLR  The maximum relay zone capacity of a BS 
)( DLUnitR  A common minimum allocation unit in a DL 
)}_(max{ _ 1 slottN
AZDL
RSnt−
 The maximum slot number of the access zone in the time 
domain among the first hop nt-RS  
)}_({ _ slottNcur AZDLBS  The current slot number of the access zone of a BS in the 
time domain 
)( _ RZDLUnitR  A common minimum allocation unit only in the relay zone 
of the DL 
 
 Using notations, slot fairness is described as follows: 











 And, throughput fairness is also described as follows: 












4.1  Max-Min Fairness 
    The main purpose of the proposed max-min fairness scheme is to allocate 
OFDMA slots to subscriber stations (SSs) to maximize the minimum number of all 
subscriber stations’ assigned data rates regardless of what superior station they are 
associated with. In other words, some SSs are allocated OFDMA slots in the relay zone 
of the superior station, and some are allocated slots in the access zone of the superior 
station. Thus, the proposed max-min fairness scheme in the MMR network can be 
formulated as follows: 
  where k )}({minmaxarg DLk
k
SSR ∈   +                                 (12) )( _ AZDLSSN )( _ RZDLSSN
   where k )}({minmaxarg ULk
k
SSR ∈   +                                 (13) )( _ AZULSSN )( _ RZULSSN
 Based on Equations (10) and (11), the MM-BS-1 and MM-BS-2 algorithms show 
the proposed max-min fairness scheme in the wireless MMR network. In this section, we 
show the proposed scheme using a downlink sub-frame. The MM-BS-1 algorithm shows 
a BS’s initialization phase. The BS first follows the BS-A-1 algorithm (Section 3.4) to 
initialize available slot indices in the time and frequency domain. Then, it obtains the 
number of its directly associated SSs ( ) and the number of SSs that belongs 
to its first hop nt-RSs ( ). Using the total number of SSs, the BS can 








and first hop nt-RSs. Finally, it calculates the minimum slot unit only for SSs associated 
with the first nt-RSs.  
[MM-BS-1] Initialization phase in a BS 
    follow the BS-A-1 algorithm 
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totalDLR
    =  /  )( DLUnitR )(
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availDLR )(SSN
      =  )( _ RZDLUnitR )( DLUnitR
     = 0,  = 0 )}_({ _ slottNcur AZDLBS )}_(max{ _ 1 slottN AZDLRSnt−
     
    The MM-BS-2 algorithm shows how the BS allocates slots according to max-min 
fairness. The BS continuously assigns slots until all SSs in the MMR network are 
assigned their minimum data rate. The different point from general max-min fairness 
algorithms is that the proposed algorithm always checks the relay zone limitation 
property (Section 3.3). That is, the SSs that belong to relay zone in the BS are restricted 
to the maximum relay zone capacity even though OFDMA slots in the access zone are 
available. In this case, the BS maintains two minimum allocation slots: one is for SSs in 
the access zone and the other is for SSs in the relay zone.  
    The proposed max-min algorithm first finds an SS with the least data rate and 
allocates slots to the SS. If the requested date rate is smaller than the minimum data rate 
to be assigned, the BS re-calculated the minimum data rate based on the current data rate 
and the remaining number of SSs after it allocates slots to the SS. When the BS allocate a 
data rate to an SS in the access zone or the relay zone, it update  or )}_({ _ slottNcur AZDLBS
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)}_(max{ _ 1 slottN
AZDL
RSnt−
, respectively. These two values are used to check the relay zone 
limitation property.  
 [MM-BS-2] max-min fairness allocation 
      while   0)( ≠SSN
           find the SS with the smallest rate 
           if  an ss ∈      // this ss locates in the access zone BS AZDLSS _














                update     // current number of slot used in the access zone )}_({ _ slottNcur AZDLBS
                if res > 0  
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          else      //  this ss locates in the relay zone 
               if  >   // check relay limitation )}_(max{ _ 1 slottN AZDLRSnt− )}_({
_ slottNcur AZDLBS
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   function assign_rate ( , , ss) { ratereq _ rateunit _
         if > ratereq _ rateunit _  
                assign  to the ss and return 0 rateunit _
         else  
                assign  to the ss  and return   } ratereq _ rateunit _  - ratereq _
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4.2  Proportional Fairness 
     The main drawback of the proposed max-min fairness scheme is that the SS 
associated with a subordinate nt-RS takes more OFDMA resources because the channel 
condition between a superior station and its subordinate nt-RSs has poor channel 
conditions due to the distance of their locations. Therefore, the network capacity is not 
fully exploited. To avoid this drawback, we propose a proportional fairness scheme. We 
also propose a two-layer proportional weight concept for the proposed scheme. In the 
first layer, a weight value is given to the access zone and the relay zone of the superior 
station. The sum of the assigned weight is one. However, how to assign the weight value 
in the first layer is outside the scope of this thesis. In the second layer, every SS is 
assigned a weight based on its channel condition with its associated station. Based on 
these two weight values, every SS is proportionally assigned OFDMA resources. So, the 











                                                                                          (15) 
Where z is the access zone or the relay zone, k is the total number of SS in the MMR 
network, w1 is the first weight value, and w2 is the second weight value.  
    Based on Equation (12) and (13), the P-BS-1 and P-BS-2 algorithms show the 
proposed proportional fairness scheme in the wireless MMR network. First, the P-BS-1 
algorithm shows the initialization phase of a BS. The BS assigns the first weight value to 
its access zone and relay zone and the second weight value to SSs associated with its 
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access zone or relay zone. Using the first and second weight value, the BS initializes a 
weight array consisting of every weight value of SSs and another weight array only with 
SSs associated its subordinate nt-RSs. Finally, the BS obtains the total data rate that it can 
support and initializes current number of slot in its access zone and the maximum number 
of slot in its relay zone in the time domain.  
 
[P-BS-1] Initialization phase in a BS 
    follow the BS-A-1 algorithm 
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    The P-BS-2 algorithm shows how the BS allocates slots according to proportional 
fairness. The BS continuously assigns slots until all SSs in the MMR network are 
assigned their minimum data rate based on their weights. Like the MM-BS-2 algorithm, 
the proposed algorithm checks relay zone limitation property when it assigns slots to the 
SS associated its relay zone. Another different point from general proportional fairness is 
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that the proposed algorithm gives two weight values to all subscriber stations and 
allocates slots based on the mixed weight from the two. 
    Every time the proposed proportional algorithm allocates OFDMA slots to an SS, 
it first normalizes every SS’s weight value. Then, the proposed algorithm finds the SS 
with the least data rate and allocates slots to the SS. Based on the normalized weight, the 
algorithm can calculate the minimum data rate of the SS ( ). If the requested 
date rate of the SS is smaller than the minimum data rate to be assigned, the BS re-
calculates the normalized weight value from the remaining SSs and their weight after it 
allocates slots to the SS. When the BS allocate a data rate to an SS in the access zone or 
the relay zone, it update  or , respectively. When 
a SS associated with the subordinate nt-RS is assigned slots, if the  is 
larger than , which means the relay zone cannot be more extended 
within a sub-frame, the algorithm calculate the normalized weight from only the SSs 
associated the subordinate nt-RSs. Then, the minimum date rate is determined by 
selecting the minimum between the data rate calculated by all the SSs and the data rate 
calculated by only the SS associated with the subordinate nt-RS.   
)( kSSDLUnitR





)}_(max{ _ 1 slottN
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)}_({ _ slottNcur AZDLBS
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 [P-BS-2] proportional fairness allocation 
      while   0)( ≠SSN
           nor_array( ) = normalize_weight (Arrary( )) norkw kw
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           if   ∈      // this ss locates in the access zone kSS
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                update     // current number of slot used in the access zone )}_({ _ slottNcur AZDLBS
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   normalize_weight (Arary( )) { kw
         nor_Array( ) by normalizing Arary( ) norkw kw
   } 
   ssign_rate ( , , ss) { ratereq _ rateunit _
         if > ratereq _ rateunit _  
                assign  to the ss   rateunit _
                return 0 
         else  
                assign  to the ss   ratereq _
                return   } rateunit _  - ratereq _
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4.3  Simulations 
    In this section, we focus on max-min and proportional fairness between the 
proposed adaptive allocation algorithm and a non-adaptive allocation scheme. For the 
max-min fairness scheme, we use the existing max-min fairness index [24] to measure 
fairness of the proposed algorithm and the non-adaptive allocation algorithm. For the 
proportional scheme, we assign different weight value to a relay zone and an access zone 
and compare the throughput between proportional and max-min fairness. The existing 










I =  ( yx ≠ )                                                                     (16) 
 The channel model used in this simulation is same as the model in Section 4.5. 
When we create subscriber stations, the same data rate in Section 4.5 is also used for the 
max-min fairness simulation. Based on Equation 14, Figure 22, 24, and 26 show the 
result of the proposed adaptive allocation algorithm and a non-adaptive allocation scheme 
with respect to max-min fairness as we increase the number of total subscriber stations in 
the MMR network. In general, the proposed algorithm shows better max-min fairness 
because it can use all of the sub-frame to allocate slots to SSs regardless of what superior 
station (the BS or the nt-RS) they are associated with. As the number of SSs in the access 
zone increases (more number of SSs than the SS in the relay zone), the fairness index of 
the proposed scheme decreases. This is because the throughput increases as the number 
of SSs in the access zone increases, which means that the SSs in the access zone can 
obtain OFDMA slots that they request. So, fairness index is determined by the data rate 
of each SS when it is created. Figure 23, 25, and 27 show the throughput of the proposed 
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adaptive allocation algorithm and a non-adaptive allocation scheme in terms of max-min 
fairness. The graphs indicate that the non-adaptive allocation scheme is a little better than 
the proposed adaptive scheme only in a symmetric distribution of subscriber stations 
between access zones and relay zones. This is because the non-adaptive allocation 
scheme can select the best sub-channel in the fixed time domain. In any asymmetric 
distribution of subscriber stations, the proposed scheme is always much better than the 
non-adaptive scheme, because the proposed scheme always uses all the OFDMA slots 
regardless of the distribution of subscriber stations between access zones and relay zones. 
 





Figure 23 Throughput with max-min fairness in the case of 50 SSs. 
 
 
Figure 24. Max-min fairness index  in the case of 75 SSs 
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Figure 25. Throughput with max-min fairness in the case of 75 SSs. 
 
Figure 26. Max-min fairness index  in the case of 100 SSs. 
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Figure 27. Throughput with max-min fairness in the case of 100 SSs. 
 
    Figure 28 and 29 shows the throughput of the proposed allocation algorithm with 
proportional and max-min fairness. In this simulation, we change the data rate when each 
subscriber station is created. Based on the distance between a subscriber station and its 
superior station, the data rate of each subscribe station is different. In other words, the 
short of distance is between a SS and its superior stations, the more data rate the SS has. 
This is to see how the proposed proportional fairness performs. The results indicate the 
proposed algorithm with proportional fairness is better than the one with max-min 
fairness regardless of the weight value assigned to the access zone of the BS. It also 
shows that the throughput performance increases with the higher weight on the access 
zone as the number of SSs associated with the BS increases. The proposed max-min 
fairness scheme shows the same throughput regardless of the distribution of subscriber 
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stations. This is because the proposed scheme does not care about the signal strength 
between SSs and their superior station.   
 
 




Figure 29. Throughput between proportional and max-min fairness in the case of 100 SSs 
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CHAPTER 5 
BACKHAUL AND LOCAL TRAFFIC 
5.1 Backhaul traffic and local traffic 
    In Section 3.1 and 3.2, we show the proposed adaptive frame structures for nt-RSs 
to increase the cell coverage of the BS. However, the extension of the cell coverage of the 
BS by placing nt-RSs causes a drawback: less bandwidth utilization. The reason for the 
lower bandwidth utilization is that the access zone of the DL/UL sub-frame in nt-RSs 
cannot be fully utilized because only some portion of the access zone allocated by a 
superior station can be relayed to their associated SSs and the superior station. For 
example, the nt-RS11 in Figure 12 serves its SSs by using only some portion of its access 
zone (the shadow region of the first stage in Figure 13. What is worse, the portion of 
access zone that nt-RSs cannot use becomes larger as the nt-RSs are more hops away 
from the BS.  
    To handle this drawback, we introduce the concept of the backhaul and local 
traffic. The backhaul traffic is the data traffic that should originate from a BS or terminate 
at the BS, and the local traffic is the traffic that originates from nt-RSs, terminates at their 
subordinate nt-RSs ,or their associated SSs. Examples of the local traffic are 
communication among SSs within a specific nt-RS and multimedia data streams from the 
nt-RS to its associated SS. Using the rest of the access zone that is assigned by a superior 
station, we assign OFDMA symbols to the local traffic. Figure 26 shows a new frame 
structure by which nt-RSs can use some portion of their access zone for the local traffic. 
In the first stage of Figure 13, the nt-RS11 cannot use some OFDMA resources of access 
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zone in the DL/UL sub-frame (white region) because of the size of OFDMA resources 
assigned by a BS. However, the nt-RS11 in Figure 30 can use them in the DL/UL sub-
frame (light shadow region) for the local traffic. In the second stage, the nt-RS12 has more 
remaining OFDMA resources than the RS11 because of the size of OFDMA resources 
assigned by its superior station. Figure 31 shows the proposed frame structure in the same 
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Figure 31. OFDMA resources of the AZ for the local traffic with multiple relay 
directions. 
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5.2 OFDMA Resource Allocation Scheme for Local Traffics 
    Because we introduce the backhaul and local traffic to increase bandwidth 
utilization of nt-RSs, the proposed three properties in Chapter 3 need to be changed such 
that the properties are only applied to the backhaul traffic. Table 4 shows the notations 
for the backhaul and backhaul traffic.  
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    The following allocation schemes explain how an nt-RS assigns OFDMA slots for 
the backhaul and local traffic. Generally speaking, slot allocation for the backhaul traffic 
is followed by slot allocation for the local traffic. The RS-L-1 algorithm shows an 
initialization phase to prepare slot allocation of the backhaul traffic. In addition, it obtains 
the group of subordinate nt-RSs and SSs that have the local traffic. After the 
initialization, the algorithm first allocates OFDMA slots to subordinate nt-RSs for the 
backhaul traffic and then to associated SSs.  The RS-L-4 and RS-L-5 show that the nt-RS 
allocate OFDMA slots to subordinate nt-RSs and SSs that have the local traffic.  
[RS-L-1] Initialization phase in an nt-RSki-th
   Follow the RS-A-1 algorithm in Section 3.4 




RSnt RSntG ik ){ k
local
RSnt SSG ik−
[RS-L-2] slot allocation for the backhaul traffic of nt-RSki +1
   Follow the RS-A-2 algorithm in Section 3.4 
[RS-L-3] slot allocation for the backhaul traffic of SSk 
    Follow the RS-A-3 algorithm in Section 3.4 
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[RS-L-4] slot allocation for local traffic of the nt-RSki +1
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[RS-L-5] slot allocation for the local traffic of SSk 
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ADAPTIVE FRAME STRUCTURE FOR nt-RSs and t-RSs 
  
In Chapter 5, we introduced a drawback of extending the cell coverage of a BS 
and proposed the concept of the local traffic to reduce the drawback. In this chapter, we 
also introduce another drawback: a decrease in the MMR network capacity. The reason 
for the decreased network capacity is that the first hop nt-RSs are located near the cell 
boundary, where the signal strength between them and the BS is not sufficient and does 
not generate an efficient modulation scheme or a coding rate. To overcome this issue, we 
place transparent RSs (t-RSs) to bridge between the BS and nt-RSs at the expense of 
having time delay of one more frame time. To have nt-RSs as well as t-RSs in the same 
wireless MMR network, we need a new frame structure. To the best of our knowledge, no 
papers mentioned this type of frame structure. 
6.1 Adaptive Frame structure with one relay direction 
    Figure 32 shows that a t-RS is placed between a BS and an nt-RS. In this 
configuration, Figure 23 shows the proposed frame structure. The t-RS11 sends downlink 
traffic to the nt-RS by using the transparent zone of its DL sub-frame (the shadow 
region). During the transparent zone, the BS should be silent, and the t-RS sends traffic. 
As compared to Figure 12, even though the nt-RS receives the same number of OFDMA 
slots from the t-RS, it can support more data rate because of the signal strength between 
the t-RS and the nt-RS. However, data from the BS should pass through the t-RS, which 
causes the time delay. The main difference from the adaptive frame structure only for nt-
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RSs (Chapter 3) is the location of the access zone and relay zone of nt-RSs., The nt-RS11 
in Figure 13 uses the last portion of the uplink sub-frame to relay its data to the BS 
whereas the nt-RS12 in Figure 33 uses the first portion of the uplink sub-frame because 
the t-RS11 uses the last portion of the sub-frame in the time domain to relay data to the 
BS. Using the time period of the relay zone of t-RS11, the nt-RS12 receives data from its 
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Figure 33. OFDMA frame structure for the t-RS and the nt-RS. 
6.2 Adaptive Frame Structure With Multiple Relay Directions 
    Figure 34 shows the same network configuration shown in Figure 13 except that 
three first hop t-RSs locate between a BS and three nt-RSs. The three first hop nt-RSs are 
exclusively independent one another. In this configuration, Figure 35 shows the proposed 
frame structure for the three t-RS and nt-RSs. In terms of downlink traffic, the three t-
RSs shares OFDMA resources depending on the traffic load of their subordinate nt-RSs 
by using the transparent zone of the BS, t-RS11, t-RS21, and t-RS31. Using this amount of 
data rate, three t-RSs serve their designated nt-RS, and the three nt-RS provide their 
associated SSs with data rate by using access zone. In terms of uplink traffic, three t-RSs 
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Figure 35. Frame structure for three t-RSs and three nt-RSs. 
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CHAPTER 7 
SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
  
 This thesis focuses on MMR networks that use OFDMA and TDD as a multiple 
access scheme and a duplex communication technique, respectively. The use of OFDMA 
resources and how they are shared in current schemes can reduce system capacity and 
network throughput in certain scenarios. To increase the capacity of the MMR network, 
we propose a new protocol that uses an adaptive OFDMA frame structure for BSs and 
RSs. We also propose adaptive OFDMA resource allocation for SSs within a BS or RS. 
We derive the maximum OFDMA resources that RSs can be assigned and synchronize 
access zones and relay zones between a superior station and its subordinate RSs. This is 
bounded by three properties defined in this thesis: a data relay property, a maximum 
balance property, and a relay zone limitation property. Finally, we propose max-min and 
proportional fairness schemes that use the proposed adaptive frame structure. The 
proposed scheme is the first approach that incorporates the adaptive technique for 
wireless MMR networks. We evaluate our scheme using simulations and numerical 
analysis. Results show that our technique improves resource allocation in wireless MMR 
networks. Further, in asymmetric distributions of SSs between access zones and relay 
zones, the proposed OFDMA allocation scheme performs two times better than the non-
adaptive allocation scheme in terms of average max-min fairness and 40% better in terms 
of average throughput. 
    We also pointed out that the extension of the cell coverage of the BS by placing 
nt-RSs has two drawbacks: less bandwidth utilization of the nt-RSs and a decrease of the 
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MMR network capacity. To overcome the less bandwidth utilization, we introduce a local 
traffic concept, and to overcome the decrease of the MMR network capacity, place 
transparent RSs (t-RSs). The reason of these is that the local traffic of nt-RSs is 
independent of their superior stations and the t-RSs can enhance the signal strength 
between the BS and the first-hop nt-RSs.  
    For the future work, we will consider a communication algorithm between an nt-
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